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March 25, 2014
Bulletin No. 06-2014

To:

NISS Member Companies

Re:

NISS Edit Software to Include New LOTA Software Packages

We are pleased to announce that the updated NISS Edit Software Packages for the 2014 Call Year
are available for use. The 2014 files for the following are now available for download from the
NISS website:
 North Carolina Quarterly Automobile (AQR) Call;
 Quarterly Automobile Insurance Plan (ARP);
 Automobile (A) Call;
 Burglary and Theft (BR) Call;
 Commercial Lines Statistical Plan (CLSP);
 Farmowners (FO) Call;
 Fidelity and Surety (FS) Call;
 General Liability (GL) Call;
 Homeowners (HO) Call; and
 Inland Marine (IM) Call.
We are making available the edit package for the 4 remaining Calls from our Lines Other Than Auto
Statistical Plan for the first time this year. Those are Burglary and Theft, Farmowners, Fidelity and
Surety and Inland Marine. As with the other edit software, these 4 files are designed to run the edits
and reports only for the type of experience included in your data to make processing more efficient.
If you are not familiar with these edit packages, you will be interested to know that the software
provides the opportunity to edit these submissions at the desktop level and to view a separate
distribution of your data, prior to submission to NISS. We have developed these software packages
as Access databases that can be utilized with Access 2000 or any more recent version.
This NISS software allows member companies to edit their submissions for these Calls and view the
edit results, which include a detailed error list, an error summary report and a report showing error
counts for each edited field. Companies using the electronic transmittal record option may also view
a transmittal balancing report. The software includes functionality to export any records identified
with an error to Microsoft Excel to help you further analyze your data.
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Reports have also been developed that will provide totals of a company’s data for each field
separately, broken down within key fields for each Call. These reports allow for distribution checks
to uncover any data anomalies that are not related to edit issues. There is also an Annual Statement
report that presents totals by Annual Statement Line of Business by state for each company. This
may help you with your Annual Statement balancing efforts.
In order to utilize this software, the desktop requirements are as follows:





Microsoft Access 2000 (or newer);
256 megabytes of memory minimum (for optimum performance);
2 gigabytes of free disk space; and
NISS formatted data records for each particular line: Annual Automobile Call (180 byte),
Homeowners Call (80 byte), AQR Call (180 byte), ARP Call (180 byte), CLSP Call (180
byte), GL Call (180 byte) or BR, FO, FS or IM Calls (80 byte).

This software has proven to be a valuable data quality tool for companies. When the edit software is
used early enough in your company’s data preparation process, data errors can be detected and
corrected at the source.
Member companies can view the Edit Software documentation, which provides detailed instructions
on how to use the software along with explanations of the various reports, and download a copy of
the Edit Software from the member’s side of the NISS web site (www.niss-stat.org). Reference the
“Edit Software” page under the “Edit Tools” menu item. There is no charge for this software.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Very truly yours,

Ann M. Stochel
Statistical Systems Manager
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